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Within Interprise there is an accrual wizard.   

The wizard is a time saving way to enter accrual journals into various months rather than 
have to enter several manual journals.  

A telephone bill will be used for this example.  The bill is expected to be around £1200 for 
the quarter and the company does not want the £1200 to affect the Profit & Loss in one 
month.  Therefore, it will be split out into 3 months of £400 per month. 

To start the accrual wizard, navigate to the Accounting menu and then new accrual option 
(604).  
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The accrual wizard will then be presented.  The fields should be filled in as follows: 

1) The date for the accrual to begin on.  This should be the date for the first journal.  
2) The total amount for the accrual.  As the bill is expected to be £1200, this has been 

entered.  
3) The number of months the accrual should be split into.  As the example is a 

quarterly phone bill this has been set to 3 months.  
4) Enter references (optional) for the journals.  References help to identify the reason 

for the journals when looking at the accounts.  
5) The Accruals nominal code should default into the Balance Sheet Account field but 

can be changed as required.  
6) The P&L account should be selected to reflect the accrual being entered.  As the 

example is for a telephone bill the telephone P&L account has been selected.  
7) When the information has been populated, click the next button to continue.  
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On the next screen, a summary of the journals which the system will generate will be 
displayed.  

In the example there will be 3 journals for £400 spread across June, July and August.  

Click next to show the journal details.  
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On the journal details screen, the full breakdown of the journal entries are displayed.  

For the example it shows the 2 identical journals being entered into June and July (8) for 
£400. 

Then in August, the 3rd and final entry is made for £400 before all £1200 gets reversed back 
out (9).  

At this point, the bill should arrive from the Telephone provider and this would then be 
entered to the telephone P&L account to replace the £1200 reversal by the accrual journal.  

Click next to confirm this.  
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On the final page of the wizard, tick the box (10) if a report showing the journals is required. 

Click finish (11) to complete the wizard and close. 

 

This completes the accrual entry routine.  

The journals generated can be viewed in the usual way via find journal (option 622) and searching 
for accrual in the unposted tab.  

 

 


